We analyze the different parametrizations of a general four-zero texture mass matrices for quarks and leptons, that are able to reproduce the CKM and PMNS mixing matrices. This study is done through a χ 2 analysis. In quark sector, only four solutions are found to be compatible with CKM mixing matrix. In leptonic sector, using the last experimental results about the mixing angles in the neutrino sector, our χ 2 analysis shows a preferred value for mν 3 to be around 0.05 eV independently of the parametrization of the four-zero texture mass matrices chosen for the charged leptons and neutrinos.
• We update the latest results on leptonic mixing angle sin θ 13 and we show that with this value of sin θ 13 , the assumptions to have a four-zero textures for the Yukawa matrices fix the neutrino mass scale to be around 0.05 eV.
• We study all possible parametrizations of the mixing angles in terms of the fermion masses.
• We avoid any approximations since the precision data on CKM mixing and the PMNS mixing impose a precise fine-tuning of the free parameters.
In addition, we shall show that the assumption of hermitian four-zero texture matrices is not necessary. Actually, within the SM, Yukawa couplings need not be either symmetric or hermitian, therefore it is interesting to complement these kind of analyses by looking Yukawa couplings that are not necessarily hermitian [39] . Furthermore, non-hermitian mass matrices can be obtained in some models with discrete symmetries, such as the S 3 models [40] .
This paper is divided in following sections. In Section II, we explicitly show the process to diagonalize the general four-zero texture mass matrices and obtain all possible different parametrizations in terms of the fermion masses. Then, the mixing matrices are obtained.
In section III, we analyze the different solutions obtained from diagonalization through a χ 2 analysis using the up-to-date experimental values for the CKM and PNMS mixing matrices. Finally in section IV, we present our conclusions.
II. PARAMETRIZATIONS OF FOUR-ZERO TEXTURE MASS MATRICES
We assume that the Yukawa matrices have a non-hermitian four-zero texture in the flavor basis which is given by
In hermitian case, one has to assume that
Here we only assume that
f | but the phases can be different [39, 40] . The most general diagonalization of Yukawa matrix must be done trough a bilinear transformation. In the case of three generations:
where f = u, d, ℓ is a flavor index and {U f L , U f R } are SU (3) matrices. By definition, the eigenvalues of M f must be the masses of fermions, thus they are real. For a general matrix, the unitary matrices are found solving the equations
for U L and U R . From now on, we omit the index f for short. The H ≡ M M † matrix can be easily computed with the matrix (1) as
This is a hermitian matrix and can be diagonalized by an unitary transformation. Writing B(
, D = de iφD and A = ae iφA it is possible to separate the phases of the non-diagonal elements, throughout the unitary transformation
where
Then we have thatH is real and symmetric that depends on four positive parameters and one combination of phases, that isH 
that reduce the number of free parameters when we solve for b, c and d in terms of the eigenvalues m 2 i , the parameter a and the phase δ. Thus the components of the i-eigenvector ofH is given by
From a general analysis of the solutions of previous equations, the only solutions corresponding to eigenvalues given by m 2 1,2,3 , i.e. , independent of the other free parameters, are given only when Ξ f = 0 for f = u, d, ℓ, ν. Using this property, the diagonal matrix of phases can be written as
As expected, the hermitian case can be reached if the phases are constrained to
It is important to stress that the relations between the elements of the mixing matrix and the masses are not the same than in the hermitian case.
The system (9) has formally 32 solutions that are closely related by chiral transformations that basically change the sign of the masses m i , thus without loss of generality we can assumed that m i > 0, where i = 1, 2, 3, and adjust the interval of possible values that the free parameters can take. Once the restrictions on parameters and the normal order of masses m 1 < m 2 < m 3 are introduced, the number of independent solution is reduce to three. This means that exist three independent parametrizations for U f L that diagonalize H. Such parametrizations are given by
where for all cases c ′ = As seen in the parametrizations (11-13) the factor a ′ ranges between a minimalm min and maximalm max value due to the restriction b ′ > 0. This allows to write a linear dependence of a ′ in terms ofm i 's and a free parameter x f :
With this we have a complete description for parameters of M f in terms ofm f i and x f for δ = 1. The fact that we have three parametrizations for each fermion mass matrix (up and down) say that there are 9 possibilities to construct the V CKM and U MNS matrices.
III. FITTING VCKM AND UMNS
Let us summarize the previous section. The real and symmetric matrixH is diagonalized with the help of the eigenvectors (10). The elements a ′ , b ′ , c ′ , d ′ are real and can be inverted with the help of the invariants (9) into functions of the massesm j and since we have only three invariants, we can choose a ′ as a free parameter. Then,
are functions of the masses and one free parameter a ′ . In order to have real elements, a ′ is restricted to a region delimited by the massesm j . From all 32 possibilities of defining b ′ , c ′ and d ′ that arises as solution of the set of equations given by the invariants, we found (11, 12, 13) as the only three parametrizations that fulfill all our requirements. That is: positive valuesm j , eigenvalues ofH equal tom 2 j and all elements ofH real. The matrix O(m j , a ′ ) that diagonalizesH is defined by the eigenvectors (10). The quark and lepton flavor mixing matrices, U PMNS and V CKM , arise from the mismatch between diagonalization of the mass matrices of u and d type quarks and the diagonalization of the mass matrices of charged leptons and left-handed neutrinos respectively. Then, incorporating the phases again we have that the theoretical mixing matrix arising from four zero texture are:
where fix φ ≡ φ 
As we are interested by the mass contributions coming from Yukawa couplings, the masses (16) are calculated at the energy scale of the mass of the top quark [41] [42] [43] where the QCD interactions effects are well in the perturbative regime. The running of the mixing matrices from experimental scale to top mass scale can be easily neglected [44] [45] [46] . The CKM matrix is one of the precision test of the standard model. The precision in the determination of the parameters have increased over the past decades. Current values are [47] : 
In addition to the moduli of the CKM matrix, we have information of the angles α, β, γ which could include information of the phases that can be lost if we consider only the moduli of the CKM elements since The current values of the unitary angles are [47] :
On the other hand, the neutrino masses are not measured. Instead, the difference in masses have been obtained from the observation of solar, atmospheric, reactor and accelerator neutrinos. The current limits on the mass difference are 
and the determination of the mixing angles, including the latest result for a large lepton mixing angle θ 13 provided by T2K, MINOS and Double Chooz experiments, gives updated values for U PMNS [48] : 
With the the help of the definition of the theoretical mixing matrices (15) and the experimental values (17) we perform a simple χ 2 analysis on the
with
For the case of U PMNS , the χ 2 is also a function of the mass of the heaviest neutrino m ν3 . For leptons we perform the χ 2 analysis only with the moduli of the U PMNS matrix
The results are summarized in Figs. 1, 2,3 and Table I and Table II . Table I that some parametrization are not able to allow us to reproduce V CKM or the angles. That is the reason why only four different combinations are shown in Fig. 1 .
On the other hand, for the case of neutrinos, the minimum χ 2 leptons is reported in Table II . It shows that the nine different combinations of parametrization for charged leptons and neutrinos give reasonable values of χ 
IV. CONCLUSION
To conclude, we want to stress that this is a complete analysis for the four-zero textures in quark and leptonic sectors for no-hermitian Yukawa matrices made within a general formalism.In order to take into account the CP violation, one assumption has been done in order to simplify the inclusion of the CP violating phases in our analysis. This assumption corresponds to fix φ ≡ φ The diagonalization of the mass matrices has been obtained without introducing any more approximations. We analyse the different parametrizations of the four-zero texture mass matrices for quarks and leptons, that are able to reproduce the CKM and PMNS mixing matrices. It is important to stress that the relation between fermion masses and mixing angles obtained through our analysis are not the same as the ones usually given in Hermitian case where some approximation have been done in order to diagonalize the mass matrices [29] [50] . This analysis is done through a χ 2 analysis with up to date values of the mixing matrices and angles. In quark sector, only four solutions are found to be compatible with CKM mixing matrix. In leptonic sector, using the last experimental results about the mixing angles in the neutrino sector, our χ 2 analysis shows a preferred value for m ν3 to be around 0.05 eV independently of the parametrization of the four-zero texture mass matrices chosen for the charged leptons and neutrinos. This is a strong prediction for the four-zero texture models. This value for neutrino masses favors standard leptogenesis as the mechanism to produce the Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe [49] . As expected, the leptonic CP violating phases cannot be fixed through this analysis.
